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How Close to Bankruptcy Are You?
Business failures—reaching from mere tem­
porary insolvencies to outright bankruptcies— 
have been with us since there exists business. 
Since they represent even in periods of pros­
perity a social and economic problem of great 
significance and of far-reaching impact,1 cru­
cial questions such as “What are the causes of 
these business casualties?” and “Could it hap­
pen to me?” seem therefore quite in order.
1Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. “The Failure Record 
Through 1964.”
When trying to answer these questions, one 
becomes aware that there are great similari­
ties between the death of a human being and 
that of a business. Both generally do not occur 
overnight, but are preceded by a serious dis­
ease or a combination of several diseases, which, 
if diagnosed in their early stages, might have 
been properly remedied. Both an individual 
and a business might possess inherited weak­
nesses that predispose them to certain attacks 
and maladies. Just as it is advisable for an 
individual to visit his physician regularly for 
a check-up, a business firm should also undergo 
periodic examinations, through analysis and 
interpretation of its financial statements, in or­
der to assure discovery of ailments at a stage 
where they are still curable.
The methods of diagnosis used by physicians 
and business analysts are also quite similar 
since they are, in both instances, based on a 
complete study of individual signs and symp­
toms which then serve as the basis not only for 
diagnosing the disease and observing and fore­
casting its future course, but also for prescrib­
ing the proper remedy to cure it.
The author shall attempt to picture first the 
several transitional stages of business failures, 
and shall then analyze the major underlying 
causes and the symptoms indicating their pres­
ence. The discussion of the existing methods 
for diagnosis and suggestions as to suitable 
remedies for various sorts of business ailments 
will round up the elaborations and leave it up 
to the individual reader to determine how 
close to bankruptcy his own or his client’s busi­
ness is.
Dr. Helene M. A. Ramanauskas, CPA
Transitional Stages of
Business Failures
Bankruptcy of a business does not happen 
suddenly and unexpectedly. An ailing business 
passes through several transitional stages before 
the final tragedy happens. Such enterprise is 
comparable with an individual suffering at 
the start from a minor ailment, such as a com­
mon cold, which if not remedied, in due time 
could develop into a serious disease like pneu­
monia which might result in death.
The first stage might be called the period 
of incubation. During this period, one or even 
a number of unfavorable conditions are quiet­
ly developing without being recognizable im­
mediately by outsiders or even by management.
The first acute warning of trouble comes in 
the second stage when the enterprise for the 
first time is unable to meet its current obliga­
tions and is in urgent need of cash although it 
might have a quite comfortable excess of physi­
cal assets over the liabilities and a satisfactory 
earning record. The problem at this point is 
only that the assets are not sufficiently liquid, 
and that the necessary working capital is tied 
up in receivables, inventories and temporary 
investments. As long as such a firm is able to 
borrow sufficient funds temporarily or can se­
cure an extension of its debts’ maturities, a 
financial rehabilitation at this stage is still com­
paratively easily possible.
The third stage termed financial insolvency 
occurs when a business is unable to procure 
through customary channels the funds required 
to meet its maturing and over-due obligations. 
Management will have to resort to more dras­
tic measures to put the concern back on its feet. 
A business or financial specialist may be called 
in to take charge of the firm, or a creditors’ 
committee may be appointed to supervise or 
even to take over the management of the ailing 
business. Management might resort to new fi­
nancing techniques, such as the sale of common 
and/or preferred stock, bonds or notes, to pro­
cure the necessary funds. If at the same time 
operational and financial policies are also com­
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pletely analyzed, overhauled and modified, 
and the actual causes for the unfavorable con­
ditions are detected and remedied, there still 
exists a good possibility for survival and for 
future growth and prosperity.
If all these efforts prove unsuccessful, as may 
be the case when the fundamental causes of 
failure have not been detected and eliminated, 
the fourth step, known as total insolvency, will 
be reached fairly soon. At this critical point, 
where liabilities already exceed the physical 
assets, the business can no longer avoid the 
public confession of failure, and management’s 
desperate efforts to secure further funds by 
more financing generally prove unsuccessful.
The total insolvency becomes a so-called con­
firmed one after legal steps are taken to protect 
the rights of creditors by filing a petition for 
receivership in a Federal District Court. Such 
petition may be filed voluntarily by the debtor, 
or the proceedings may be initiated by a suf­
ficient number of his creditors.
After a receiver is appointed by the court 
to administer the affairs of the failing business, 
final efforts will be made to ascertain the real 
causes of failure and to reorganize the enter­
prise. If a feasible reorganization plan can be 
developed, attempts will be made to secure the 
necessary funds to finance the enterprise’s pres­
ent and immediate future operations, an ex­
tension of debt maturities will be negotiated 
with the creditors, and a competent manage­
ment will be appointed to guide the firm in 
regaining a solvent and sound financial condi­
tion.
If the enterprise’s financial and operational 
difficulties are too severe to overcome even by 
drastic reorganization measures, a trustee suc­
ceeds the receiver, and he proceeds to liquidate 
the business as quickly as possible. The firm is 
now in the final stage of adjudicated bank­
ruptcy.
Major Symptoms and Underlying
Causes of Business Failures
When studying the statistics of business 
casualties, it becomes obvious that not only 
neophyte enterprises with little knowledge and 
low competence are foundering, but also long- 
established businesses. What are the difficul­
ties that obviously prove insoluble to both 
young and old managements of various types 
of businesses?
Since knowledge of those difficulties sug­
gests the possibility of preventing future fail­
ures and is also the prerequisite for applying 
suitable remedies before it is too late, several 
studies have been made to establish the spe­
cific causes.
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. analyzes annually all 
bankruptcy cases and publishes their apparent 
causes as a service to the business community. 
The 1964 study disclosed that only 8.1% of 
the total failures resulted from disaster, strikes, 
employees’ fraud, and from neglect caused by 
poor health and other difficulties. The bulk of 
the failures, namely 91.9%, stems from man­
agerial incompetence, evidenced by inability to 
avoid conditions resulting in inventory and re­
ceivables difficulties, excessive fixed assets, too 
high operating expenses, inadequate sales and 
competitive weaknesses of various types.
The most extensive study to establish causes 
of business failures was made by Dr. Paul J. 
Fitzpatrick in 1936.2 He classifies the destruc­
tive forces that persistently confront enterprises 
and endanger their survival into internal and 
external factors.
2 Paul J. Fitzpatrick, Ph.D., “The Problem of 
Business Failures,” The Dolphin Press, Philadel­
phia, Pa.
(Continued to page 6)
External factors, such as disaster, unfavorable 
legislation, changes in style and consumer hab­
its, the introduction of substitutes and the ef­
fects of business cycles, are generally beyond 
the control of management, but prudent and 
capable management can safeguard against 
them to a considerable degree through insur­
ance, proper planning and flexibility.
As the real danger, Fitzpatrick considers the 
internal factors, such as over-investment in 
fixed assets, inventories and receivables; insuf­
ficient working capital; a weak cash position; 
an unbalanced capital structure; inadequate 
and declining sales; insufficient net earnings; 
excessive expenditures; and various others. 
They, he feels, are the fundamental causes of 
business failures, and are usually the outward 
sign of various degrees of managerial inability.
Because of their drastic impact on the well­
being of an enterprise and their frequent far- 
reaching consequence, the major types of in­
ternal causes of business failures and the most 
important symptoms indicating their presence 
are discussed in more detail.
Insufficient Working Capital
Working capital, the excess of current as­
sets over current liabilities, available to finance 
current operations, is the life blood of a business 
and frequently the principal means of earning 
profits. Lack of sufficient working capital may
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Adequate Accounting Records
An Invaluable But Often Neglected Tool of Small Business
In a letter to the Editor Miss Haines wrote -
“For some months I have been a member of 
the local chapter of the SCORE program of 
the Small Business Administration (Service 
Corps of Retired Executives). In most of the 
cases in which I have worked as a consultant, 
accounting or a lack of it has contributed to 
the owner’s difficulties. It has been tragic to 
see a business fail because the owner did not 
know how deep his trouble was until it was too 
late to rescue him.
“I have been trying to think of ways and 
means by which accountants could help the 
situation and I have written the enclosed item 
which you might find worthy of publication in 
the THE WOMAN CPA. There is certainly a 
wide area in which something needs to be done; 
perhaps some of our members might come up 
with better ideas. It seems to me it is a matter 
that would offer good material for discussion.”
Dun & Bradstreet’s statistical study, “The 
Failure Record Through 1964,” indicates that 
there were 13,501 business failures in the Uni­
ted States in the year 1964 with total failure 
liabilities of $1,329,223,000. The underlying 
cause of 91.9% of these failures is attributed to 
management - lack of business or managerial 
experience, inexperience in the line, incompe­
tence, and so on. The report further shows that 
of the 13,501 failures, 6,295 or 46.6% had 
liabilities of $25,000, or less. Thus, almost 
half of the failures would be described as 
“small” business.
The big business of today was the small busi­
ness of yesterday and has its roots in man’s in­
genuity and industry. There are many ideas for 
new and improved products and services incu­
bating in someone’s brain and there is no limit 
to what may lie in the industrial future of the 
United States. And so, as men pursue their 
dreams, there will be thousands of new enter­
prises started each year. A few will find quick 
success, some will fail because of management
H. Claire Haines, CPA
ineptitude or conditions beyond control, but 
many will find success after a fashion with per­
sistence and hard work. With the tax gatherer’s 
hand in his pocket and the inevitable paper 
work forced on him by government regulations 
and tax reporting, the little fellow has less and 
less incentive to go into business for himself 
but many will try it.
One of the most common difficulties of the 
small proprietorship revolves around the matter 
of records—no records at all, inadequate records, 
or failure to understand and interpret account­
ing records when they are available. The finest 
accounting system in the world will not, of 
itself, keep a business solvent, but the ability 
to read a financial statement might go a long 
way toward heading off trouble before it be­
comes serious. One often finds that the owner 
of a small business may have an uneasy feeling 
that something is wrong, but what it is or where 
it is, or what to do about it is beyond his 
knowledge. It has been this writer’s experience 
in working in the Small Business Administra­
tion’s SCORE program (Service Corps of Re­
tired Executives) that the managers of many 
small businesses look upon record-keeping as 
a time-consuming nuisance which they avoid, 
if possible, and fail to realize the value that 
proper accounting records could be to them.
It is in this area that accountants may be 
missing an opportunity for service which may 
not have any immediate fees attached, but 
which might be of inestimable value to the 
business world and eventually to the account­
ants themselves. The very small proprietor with 
assets of under $25,000, let us say, and with 
profits that barely give him a living, may shy 
away from professional accountants and man­
agement consultants because they seem too ex­
pensive. He may use a bookkeeping service or 
have someone prepare tax returns for him, but 
often does not know where to turn for com­
petent advice.
(Continued to page 6)
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ADEQUATE ACCOUNTING RECORDS
(Continued from page 5)
Would it not be possible for AWSCPA and 
ASWA groups to try to help fill in the gap in 
the education of the many who will go into 
some small business in the future by sponsoring 
a series of educational television programs or 
public conferences? These should not be courses 
in the mechanics of bookkeeping, but rather, 
should be developed around the basic need for 
the fundamentals of sound accounting methods 
in any business enterprise, and the uses to which 
accounting records can be put as an aid to 
management. A project such as this would re­
quire a great deal of time and careful planning, 
but it need not necessarily cost a great deal of 
money. Assistance might be obtained from 
university continuing education departments, 
and from the Small Business Administration 
which has a big stake in the solvency of the 
thousands of small businesses throughout the 
country to whom it has made loans. We have 
the brains and the woman power needed to 
carry it out. Even if the program reached only 
a few small entrepreneurs it should have value 
to the business world and to women account­
ants themselves.
HOW CLOSE TO BANKRUPTCY ARE YOU?
(Continued from page 4) 
seriously impair business activities, just as a 
condition of anemia may have serious conse­
quences for a human being.
In most cases, lack of working capital is a 
symptom of an advanced stage of business fail­
ure and not the cause of it; it is the result of 
poor managerial policies, unusual and unex­
pected losses, excessive operating expenses, too 
high interest and other fixed charges.
If the working capital has diminished to 
such a degree that the current liabilities ex­
ceed the current assets, a floating debt or a 
working capital deficit exists, which calls for an 
immediate diagnosis of the underlying causes 
and drastic remedies, if the enterprise is to 
be saved.
Weak Cash Position
Another condition, which is a symptom 
rather than a cause of business failure is a weak 
cash position. It may exist even though the 
company has seemingly sufficient working cap­
ital, but the portion of cash compared to other 
current assets is insufficient.
The actual amount of cash needed to keep 
a business on a healthy basis depends on factors 
like the size and character of the business, the 
phase of the business and operating cycle, the 
season of the year, the working capital turn­
over and others. In general, however, a cash 
fund equal from one to three months of oper­
ating expense (excluding depreciation and 
other non-cash expenditures) is considered 
adequate.
Over-Investment in Fixed Assets
The decision in regard to the amount of in­
vestment in fixed assets required and justifiable 
in the light of current and expected customer 
demand, is one of the most vital, key problems 
of management.
Besides the fact that over-investment in fixed 
assets ties up capital for a comparatively long 
period of time and deprives the enterprise 
from using it for advantageous current business 
opportunities and for the payment of current 
obligations, it may endanger permanently the 
over-all profitability of the business. The cost 
incurred in maintaining excess capacity may 
have to be absorbed by a smaller production or 
sales volume than intended, resulting in higher 
per unit cost and a continued drainage on prof­
its.
Since the capital used to finance fixed assets 
will be tied up for an extended period, it is 
axiomatic to finance them by long-term obliga­
tions, such as bonds and mortgages, and 
through re-investment of earnings. To do other­
wise is neither sound economics nor good 
business judgment and will result in serious 
financial difficulties.
Over-Investment in Inventories
This decisive factor in business failures may 
be due either to efforts to provide against in­
adequate supplies of raw material or merchan­
dise, or to the desire to earn additional profits 
in periods of rising prices or general prosper­
ity. It may result, however, also from lack of 
control, sudden style changes, partial obsoles­
cence or other similar factors.
Excessive investment in inventories will not 
only impair an enterprise’s working capital 
position by tying up a disproportionate amount 
of money, but it might also weaken its earning 
potential in various ways. The inventory carry­
ing cost of the excess inventory on hand will 
increase overhead expenses unnecessarily and 
eat up profits. The disproportionate increase 
of inventories relative to sales will result in a 
slow-down of their turn-over and in adverse 
effects upon the rate of return. Losses may also 
be suffered when the firm attempts to liquidate 
such excess inventories because of possible de­
cline in demand and prices, or because of the 
urgency to obtain cash or rights to cash and the 
consequent necessity of selling below the cus­
tomary selling price or even below cost.
(Continued to page 8)
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TAX FORUM
DORIS L. BOSWORTH, CPA, Editor
PROBLEMS OF RELATED ENTITIES
In our last issue, tax problems of related cor­
porations were considered, with emphasis be­
ing placed on Sections 1561 through 1563. In 
this issue Section 482 problems will be dis­
cussed, not only with respect to corporations 
but also as they affect other related entities.
Too often in the past Section 482 has been 
regarded as being applicable to foreign tax­
payers. It was generally believed that the Com­
missioner would only be concerned with 
possible tax avoidance where there was a flow 
of income between the United States and a 
foreign country. The promulgation of proposed 
Regulations 1.482-2 in 1965 arid a number of 
recent cases dealing with domestic related enti­
ties are strong indicia, however, that careful 
tax planning is a must in the future.
Hamburgers York Road, 41 TC 821, a land­
mark case in the domestic area, decided in 
1964, demonstrates the vulnerability of side-by- 
side operations. Here the Parent Department 
Store organized a subsidiary, with a store in 
the suburbs. While stock ownership in the sub­
sidiary was in a somewhat different ratio and 
the salespeople were different, other factors 
present induced the Court to combine the in­
come of both companies for tax purposes. The 
decision is notable for two reasons. The Com­
missioner apparently was requiring consolida­
tion of income of separate taxpayers, which is 
not permitted under Section 482, and tremen­
dous importance was attached by the Courts to 
the value of intangibles.
As to the first point, the Court indicated that 
no attempt was being made to enforce consoli­
dation, rather that the combining of the two 
incomes was a short-cut in arriving at the 
proper allocation of all income and deductions 
to one company.
In deciding whether the requisite business 
purpose was present to justify the existence of 
a subsidiary, the Court did not attach too much 
significance to the different ratio in the capital 
structure of the two companies, nor the contri­
bution of property and nominal capital in the 
new company. Instead emphasis was placed on 
the parent’s contribution of its reputation and 
customers, which factors were deemed respon­
sible for an integrated business operation. The 
Court’s reasoning in this opinion should be 
carefully studied as it indicates the new ap­
proach under Section 482.
A case decided this spring which again 
stressed the value of intangibles in determining 
the proper allocation of income was E. M. Lutz, 
45 TC 60. Although other factors were, in all 
probability, equally responsible for the holding, 
nevertheless, the original owner of a thriving 
dress business was taxed on 70% of the profits 
after the assets had been transferred to a cor­
poration. The Sixth Circuit, in affirming the 
Tax Court’s opinion, pointed out that the taste, 
experience and know-how of the individual 
were responsible for the success of the business, 
and only that portion of the profits attributable 
to corporate activity (that is, services rendered 
by corporate employees in connection with rec­
ord-keeping, etc.) properly belonged in the 
company.
In view of the present trend in the taxation 
of related entities, a good business purpose must 
be established for the existence of all members 
of the group, and care must be taken to allocate 
income and expenses properly. This axiom will 
prevail not only in the case of controlled cor­
porations but also a corporation and an indi­
vidual, or a partnership consisting of stock­
holders of a corporation engaged in a related 
or similar business. The accountant’s role can 
be extremely important. Complete familiarity 
with Section 482, the Regulations, and perti­
nent cases will make it possible to recognize 
relationships susceptible of examination. It is 
then possible to take the necessary steps at the 
outset of an operation to assure the employment 
of accounting methods that will conform to the 
guidelines set forth in the Regulations, thereby 
eliminating reallocation of income by the Treas­
ury Department at a later date.
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
CARRYOVERS
With the creation of the so-called “30%” or­
ganizations under the Revenue Act of 1964, in 
instances where large gifts to these charities 
are contemplated, certain problems have arisen. 
Where it is known at the time of the gift that 
the entire amount cannot be utilized in the cur­
rent year, and reliance is placed on the five- 
7
year carryover provisions, a word of caution is 
in order.
Many national charities have branches 
throughout the country that are operated on an 
autonomous basis. For this reason each local 
unit must obtain an individual ruling from the 
Treasury Department as to their exempt status. 
While such rulings have been obtained at the 
outset of their organization, in many instances 
these charities have not applied for a redeter­
mination concerning 30% status under the 1964 
Revenue Act. Prior to making gifts, additional 
rulings should be obtained, in view of the pos­
sible loss of tax benefits if it is determined later 
that the recipient of the gift does not qualify. 
The question that poses the problem is 
whether a particular charity is a “publicly sup­
ported” organization. In view of somewhat 
ambiguous terminology present in the tempo­
rary regulations and the recently issued Rev­
enue Ruling 66-100, certain organizations may 
find that they do not meet the definition. Public 
support does not include income from the per­
formance of the purposes for which the charity 
was organized. In many instances there has been 
an outgrowth of services rendered that are a 
natural complement to the primary functions 
of the organization. The Treasury Department 
might, however, take the position that these 
services are in fact within the scope of the 
charitable purpose responsible for the organi­
zation, and did not constitute public support.
D. L. B.
HOW CLOSE TO BANKRUPTCY ARE YOU?
(Continued from page 6)
Over-Investment in Accounts Receivables
Excess indebtedness owed to an enterprise 
by its customers as the result of sales also im­
pairs working capital and may be a contrib­
uting cause to business failures. It occurs when 
a business has too much working capital, fre­
quently even interest-free, tied up in its re­
ceivables because of too-extended credit terms, 
carelessness in credit granting and poor collec­
tion methods.
Unbalanced Capital Structure
Another vital prerequisite for long-range fi­
nancial soundness of an enterprise is a well- 
balanced capital structure. The enterprise 
should maintain at all times a healthy relation­
ship between debt capital and equity capital.
Equity capital represents a permanent in­
vestment in the business, while debt capital is 
only temporarily invested. Equity capital is 
interest-free, and much less risky to the com­
pany because shareholders receive dividends 
only at the discretion of the directors. Debt 
capital, on the contrary, is extremely risky since 
bondholders and other creditors when not paid 
promptly can take legal actions to obtain pay­
ment and even force the company into bank­
ruptcy. An excessive amount of debt capital 
also burdens the enterprise with heavy fixed 
interest charges which must be paid regardless 
of the financial and earning condition.
The greater the proportion of equity capital, 
the less worry the company will have in meet­
ing fixed obligations. The more funds are 
obtained through debt capital, the more the 
company can trade on the equity, by using 
funds obtained at relatively low interest rates 
in its operations in the hope of earning a higher 
over-all rate of return.
What constitutes a well-balanced capital 
structure cannot be determined for businesses 
in general. However, there exists a financial 
axiom that the owners should have more equity 
in the business than the creditors. The lower 
the percentage of equity capital to total capital 
gets, the greater the risk of losing control be­
comes.
Temporary excessive funded debts are justi­
fiable if used for expansion of fixed assets so 
long as they will result in increased production, 
sales and earnings. Excessive short-term debts 
are always undesirable since they not only 
impair the company’s working capital position 
but also result in a serious drain on cash 
resources when the obligations mature.
Inadequate or Declining
Sales and Profits
It is generally agreed that net sales constitute 
the backbone of business and that net profits 
represent its soul, for without net profits all 
business is economically doomed to death.
Profits in turn depend upon several interre­
lated factors, such as the volume of business 
done, the various costs of conducting it, the 
prices at which the products are sold and the 
proportions in which the different products or 
product lines are sold. A change in any one of 
these factors generally has an effect upon an­
other and an effect upon profit.
Sound decisions in regard to any one of these 
factors depend upon the knowledge of how costs 
vary with changes in output, and how sales 
volume responds to changes in price. All too 
often businesses fail because of management’s 
lack of sufficient knowledge of this basic cost­
volume-profit relationship.
(Continued to page 11)
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TIPS FOR BUSY READERS
MARY F. HALL, CPA, Editor
“Ethical Standards of the Accounting Profes­
sion,” John L. Carey and William O. Doherty, 
American Institute of Certified Public Ac­
countants, 1966, 330 pp., $5.
This new book is a successor to, rather than 
a revision of, John L. Carey’s “Professional 
Ethics of Certified Public Accountants” pub­
lished in 1956. While it retains the general plan 
of the earlier book, the present volume is a 
drastic alteration partially necessitated by the 
many changes in the professional rules in the 
past decade. The sixteen rules that composed 
the Institute’s Code in 1956 have grown to 
twenty-one in 1966 with many of the older rules 
revised in response to the changing conditions 
of professional practice. Perhaps the best known 
revision is the new rule on independence 
adopted in 1962 to replace the old Rule 13.
Of particular value to accountants seriously 
interested in the ethics of the accounting 
profession are Appendix C and Appendix D, 
“Numbered Opinions of the Committee on Pro­
fessional Ethics” and “Summaries of Informal 
Opinions of the Committee on Professional 
Ethics.” These “opinions” give the committee’s 
reasoning in the application of rules to specific 
situations or problems, thus by example furnish­
ing valuable guides to the practitioner faced 
with a problem involving ethical considerations.
This highly readable book produced by two 
staff members of the American Institute of Cer­
tified Public Accountants will benefit all cer­
tified public accountants who read it.
I would further challenge all accountants and 
accounting students to read it in order that 
they may have a more informed appreciation 
of the ethical standards to which the CPA ad­
heres.
M. F. H.
“Four Reports on How the IRS is Using its 
New Data Processing System Today,” Messrs. 
Meek, Barron, Jack, and Hertzog, The Journal 
of Taxation, May, 1966, Volume 24, Number 
5.
First in the series of four articles dealing 
with current tax administration procedures is 
“ADP’s Tax Administration Revolution,” by 
Everett L. Meek, Director of the IRS Central 
Service Center, Cincinnati. The installation of 
the new ADP system will be completed with 
the phasing-in during 1967 of all individual 
returns not yet incorporated in the files. The 
advantages, effects, and problems of the auto­
mated system are discussed by Mr. Meek and 
are of interest to all taxpayers.
The second article, by Dean J. Barron, Re­
gional Commissioner in Philadelphia, is en­
titled “The Processing Cycle: What Happens 
From Filing Date to Action Date.” The Mid­
Atlantic Region is already processing both busi­
ness and individual returns by computer. At its 
present stage of refinement, the processing sys­
tem allows a nine-day cycle for the movement 
of each individual return. Much of this time is 
still taken up by manual batching operations 
preparatory to computer action. Keypunching, 
card to tape conversion, verification, tape cor­
rection, and cash balance verification precede 
the transfer of magnetic tape files to the Na­
tional Computer Center, where each taxpayer’s 
master file is updated. Analytical reports dis­
close those who have failed to file, owe taxes 
for previous years, have filed duplicate claims, 
or show discrepencies calling for audit. By 
the end of 1967 all returns will be subjected 
to comprehensive scrutiny.
“Man v. Machine: Routine Correspondence 
Now Carried on by IRS Computers,” by Robert 
L. Jack, Assistant Commissioner for Data Pro­
cessing, IRS, Washington, D.C., and “How the 
Chief Counsel’s Office Uses ADP in Litigation 
of Cases,” by R. P. Hertzog, Associate Chief 
Counsel of the IRS, are of considerable in­
terest to the tax practitioner, as well as to the 
taxpayer. Mr. Jack states that apparent delin­
quencies are resolved in large numbers through 
computer-produced inquiries, with the result 
that only a final hard-core list must be trans­
ferred to field offices for investigation. Com­
puter mailouts prior to transfer of files to the 
national center include notices of mathemati­
cal error and requests for missing schedules. 
Post-audit settlement notices also are machine 
produced.
The use of ADP in the litigation of cases has 
greatly increased, due to a technological revo­
lution in legal research. According to Mr. Hert­
zog, the Chief Counsel’s office last year handled 
over 26,000 civil litigation matters and 1,200 
criminal cases. At the end of the year over 
11,000 cases were pending in the Tax Court 
and over 3,300 refund suits were pending in 
the Federal courts. To maintain consistent po­
sitions the Chief Counsel’s Office must have 
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quick access to materials for research and 
coordination. RIRA (Reports and Information 
Retrieval Activity), a branch of the Operations 
and Planning Division, services this need. A 
Uniform Issue List, keyed to the 1954 Code, 
•enables attorneys to classify and coordinate 
their cases, Monthly printouts produce inven­
tories of cases, listed by docket number and 
abstract microfilm number, with references to 
positions taken by the Service and to current 
status or disposition. By studying a group of 
related cases together, researchers also may aid 
the elimination of developing problem areas in 
the tax law by recommending new legislation 
or by suggesting the amendment of regula­
tions.
Dr. Virginia R. Huntington, CPA 
Arizona State University 
Tempe, Arizona
“Corporate Giving: A Note on Profit Maximi­
zation and Accounting Disclosure,” Grace 
Johnson, Journal of Accounting Research, 
Volume 3, Number 1, Spring 1965.
Orace Johnson is Assistant Professor of Phar­
macy Administration at the University of Illi­
nois. His article deals with the possible motives 
and reports of a group of seventeen pharma­
ceutical companies who participated in do­
nations of product to the American Red Cross 
for the ransom paid to Cuba after the Bay of 
Pigs invasion.
First, Mr. Johnson shows that under certain 
circumstances, it may be profitable for a firm 
to donate products. The government allows the 
firm to deduct as a contribution “the 1 
price at which the goods are regularly sold to 
the contributor’s usual customers.” Therefore, 
the firm can deduct an amount above his total 
cost of production and operation. The author 
gives equations for profit from sales and prof­
its from gifts and concludes that profits from 
gifts will vary indirectly with manufacturing 
costs and directly with the tax rate and non­
manufacturing costs. Of these three, the tax 
rate is the dominant factor. Of course, the 
amount of gifts allowed are limited by the 
government to 5 % of pre-tax income computed 
without reference to the contributions, but 
contributions may be carried forward for five 
years.
In the second part of his article, Mr. Johnson 
exhibits five alternative situations; capacity is 
assumed to be the same in each situation and 
he varies sales and gifts (both cash and prod­
uct). He compares the actual cost to the com­
pany and benefits received in tax savings from 
each.
Part three of his article deals with the re­
ports of the seventeen pharmaceutical firms 
Johnson examined. Statistics have been pub­
lished by the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 
Association concerning contributions for the 
industry for 1961. The pledges for the ransom 
in 1962 (by less than 30% of the total firms) 
exceeded all contributions made by the entire 
industry in 1961. Nine firms examined did 
disclose their contributions in their annual 
reports and of these, two revealed that tax re­
ductions which resulted were transferred to 
their foundations. Since the foundations are 
non-profit organizations, these second contri­
butions, this time to the foundations, would 
also be tax-deductible, creating a second round 
of tax benefits.
A number of the other firms, whose names 
were announced by the American Red Cross, 
did not mention their donations in their an­
nual reports. The author concludes that some 
may have feared stockholders’ reactions against 
ransom; some may not have thought the amount 
contributed significant. The author groups the 
seventeen firms in his study into two groups— 
those disclosing and those not disclosing the 
contribution. Comparing correlations between 
each group’s gift to pre-tax income ratio and 
its liquid interval (average current assets di­
vided by average firm expenditures) a positive 
correlation exists for the disclosing group, and 
a high negative correlation exists for those who 
made no mention of the gift. He states: “If 
the firms acted truly out of a philanthropic 
concern for humanity, and if there were a uni­
form distribution of this motive, then the li­
quid ability to contribute would be a major 
factor in the rate of giving. That is, we should 
expect to observe a high positive correlation 
between the liquid interval and the ratio of 
gift to pre-tax income. . . . On the other hand, 
the profit maximizing firm would maintain a 
minimum amount of assets in liquid form. . . . 
Then we should expect a high negative cor­
relation.”
A study of this kind, the author readily ad­
mits, does not prove that the gifts were moti­
vated by profit-seeking, nor that the one 
group of firms was philanthropic while the 
other was not. However, he does conclude that 
in certain situations, a firm can profit from 
gifts—especially gifts of product—and that 
“contrary to folklore, a gift horse should be 
looked in the mouth.”
Dr. Marie E. Dubke, CPA 
Central Michigan University 
Mount Pleasant, Michigan
(Continued to page 13)
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Uniform CPA Examination Grading Staff
Several positions are open on the Advisory 
Grading Staff for CPAs to grade the Uniform 
CPA Examination at the Institute headquarters 
in New York City. The approximate dates for 
grading the November 1966 CPA Examination 
are November 25 through January 5.
Graders must be able to grade at least three 
full days a week for the entire grading period 
(grading may be done on Saturdays), and they 
are expected to make the semi-annual grading 
engagement a part of their practices. Graders 
are paid on a per diem basis.
Interested CPAs should write William C. 
Bruschi, Director of Examinations, American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 666 
Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10019. 
All applicants under consideration will be per­
sonally interviewed.
HOW CLOSE TO BANKRUPTCY ARE YOU?
(Continued from page 8)
A management without concise knowledge as 
to the pattern with which their individual 
costs vary with volume of output cannot deter­
mine with any degree of reliability at what 
sales volume their operations under a given ca­
pacity would break even, yield a certain amount 
of profit, or would produce the maximum profit 
possible. Their ignorance also renders them im­
potent in systematic attempts to control and to 
reduce costs and in obtaining a satisfactory net 
profit. Such management is worse than gamblers 
who at least study the laws of chance when 
making decisions.
Another prerequisite for successful opera­
tions is management’s ability to attain and to 
maintain sufficient sales. This requires a power­
ful, well-trained sales force, a thorough knowl­
edge of the market-demand situation, and flex­
ible sales and production policies.
Because of lack of space, the author shall 
discuss only one more cause, which although 
only of a contributory nature, frequently ac­
celerates the over-all deterioration process.
Inadequate Accounting
Methods and Records
It is a well-known fact that smaller firms es­
pecially are likely to have lax or inadequate 
methods of accounting. Many owners of such 
small businesses are of the opinion that they 
cannot afford an accounting system, however 
elementary. Some do not wish to be bothered 
to keep a set of books and are convinced that 
their daily personal contact with the business 
obviates the need for accounting records.
After discussing the various causes of busi­
ness failures, it seems quite obvious that ade­
quate accounting records are an essential 
prerequisite for any type of intelligent and 
sound business decisions, and that a manager 
without such adequate quantitative data is 
much like the captain of a boat without a com­
pass to guide him to his desired destination.
Tools for Diagnosis and
Prevention of Business Failures
Since most of the before-discussed causes of 
business failures find their reflection in the fi­
nancial statements, it is only logical to start 
investigations as to a company’s degree of sol­
vency, profitability and stability with a careful 
analysis of the financial statements.
Ratios and Percentages
The analytical measures obtained through 
comparison of individual statement items to 
each other and with corresponding ones on 
earlier statements, usually expressed as ratios 
and percentages, provide a fairly good basis 
for evaluating a company’s ability to meet its 
debts as they come due, its success in earning 
an adequate return on its assets, and its degree 
of stability. Ratios and percentages become es­
pecially meaningful when compared with cor­
responding ones of other companies in the same 
or similar industry, and with industry averages.
The most commonly used ratio to indicate 
the degree of financial strength is the current 
ratio. Its purpose is to portray, by relating 
current assets to current liabilities, the enter­
prise’s ability to meet current obligations. This 
ratio, however, does not take into account the 
distribution of the various items making up 
the current assets, and the length of time it 
may take to convert them into cash required to 
liquidate the current liabilities.
To truly test a company’s solvency, another 
more severe test is in frequent use, the liquidity 
ratio or the “acid test” ratio. This ratio, by 
including only strictly liquid assets (cash, re­
ceivables and marketable securities) in current
(Continued to page 12)
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assets and comparing their total with current 
liabilities, measures the “instant” debt-paying 
ability of a company. When compared with ra­
tios for previous periods and those of other 
firms in the industry, the acid-test ratio is a 
fairly dependable indicator of a company’s rela­
tive solvency.
In order to test the efficiency in asset utili­
zation, and whether over-investment exists in 
any one area, various turn-over ratios are com­
puted.
To gauge the level of investment in fixed 
assets, a fixed asset turn-over ratio is used, 
which expresses the relationship of the invest­
ment in fixed assets and the sales volume. If 
this ratio is below the industry average, it indi­
cates inefficiency in utilizing fixed assets to cre­
ate sales, or obvious over-investment in this 
area. In such cases, management will have to 
take corrective steps, either by attempts to in­
crease the production and sales volume, or by 
selling some of the excess to free the frozen 
funds for profitable use.
Since excessive inventories also tie up valu­
able working capital, various inventory turn­
over ratios are computed which express the 
frequency with which the average level nf in­
ventory investment is “recouped” or “turned- 
over” through operations. The higher the turn­
over is, the better the performance, since ma­
nagement was able to operate with a relatively 
small commitment of funds. To judge the rea­
sonableness of inventory turn-over of a specific 
firm, comparison of the ratio with previous 
periods and with corresponding industry data 
is a must. Any indication of over-investment 
requires immediate remedial action through ac­
celeration in sales efforts or temporary reduction 
in production.
To test the managerial efficiency of the cred­
it and collection departments, as well as the 
quality and size of accounts receivable, turn­
over ratios or ratios indicating the number of 
average day’s sales outstanding at a certain date 
are in use. If these ratios indicate a collection 
period in excess of the credit term, immediate 
action is desirable to free those unprofitable 
funds and return them to income-producing 
use.
Other ratios explore the soundness of the re­
lationship between all borrowed funds and 
equity capital by appraising the company’s 
ability “to weather times of stress” and to meet 
both its short-term and long-term obligations. 
These so-called equity ratios also supply insight 
into the relative size of the “cushion” of owner­
ship funds creditors can rely upon to absorb 
possible losses from operations, decreases in as­
set values and poor estimates of future fund 
flows.”3 Although seemingly prudent, a very 
large cushion is not always the best policy to 
pursue, especially when a firm’s operations and 
industry have such risk characteristics that it 
would be advantageous to make more extended 
use of low-cost debt to maximize profits. The 
most reasonable debt-equity ratio is one that 
will permit the business to make reasonable use 
of borrowed funds and still face the future with­
out fear of insolvency.
3 Erich A. Helfert, “Techniques of Financial 
Analysis”, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, 
Illinois.
(Concluded on page 13)
To appraise the adequacy of sales and re­
sulting profits, profitability ratios are in use 
which relate the net return to total assets, net 
assets, or net worth. By relating profits to sales 
volume and the cost of goods sold, certain ratios 
help in appraising the efficiency of operations. 
Some test the cost-profit-volume relationship by 
exploring the relationship of profit margins, as­
sets turn-over and sales volume.
Besides ratios, other tools of financial analy­
sis, useful in the prevention of possible business 
failures, have been developed over the past 
decades.
Preventive Tools
Since maintenance of financial soundness re­
quires continuous decisions as to the best uses 
and best sources of funds, it is obvious that 
management has to be informed periodically 
as to the impact and quality of their past de­
cisions in this respect.
Periodic fund-flow and cash-flow statements, 
through meaningful arrangement of the in-flows 
and out-flows of funds and cash, create in 
management an awareness of the vital impor­
tance of these decisions and enable it to judge 
whether past decisions resulted in normal fund 
and cash movements, or if they were abnormal 
and invite closer scrutiny.
To improve the quality of future managerial 
decisions, it is desirable to prepare annually 
break-even and gross profit studies, which will 
make management conscious of the company’s 
specific profit-volume-and-cost relationship.
The best preventive measure, however, is a 
well-constructed accounting system, suitable not 
only for conventional score-keeping, but also for 
control, attention-directing and problem-solv­
ing. Such a system will enable management to 
react rationally to the various vital issues con­
fronting it, and will keep it informed as to 
the development of possible weaknesses and 
conditions which might lead to business failure.
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Conclusion
After having studied the most obvious causes 
of business failures, one feels justified to con­
clude that the majority of business casualties is 
caused by lack of knowledge and partial or 
total inexperience of management.
Throughout our study we found obvious sim­
ilarities between an ailing business and a hu­
man being suffering from various diseases. 
Some of the causes of business failure were 
even comparable with human ailments. Over­
investment in various assets slows down their 
turn-over, impairs the working capital position 
and adversely affects the over-all profitability, 
just as over-weight of a human being strains 
unduly various organs and impairs the over­
all well-being of the individual. Lack of work­
ing capital and cash may slowly paralyze oper­
ations, just as a condition of anemia in a human 
creates listlessness and growing loss of energy.
Most ailments of a business, just like those of 
a human being, are fairly easily curable when 
detected at an early stage, while when permitted 
to grow, only drastic measures, such as a com­
plete reorganization or an operation might pre­
vent the final tragedy.
Periodic check-ups by professional authori­
ties, such as accountants or business analysts, 
are therefore a vital necessity. And just like 
with people, where preventive measures are 
the best medicine, business management also 
should take advantage of the various preventive 
control tools developed over the past decades 
for assisting and enabling him in creating and 
maintaining a sound, healthy and growing 
enterprise.
The fact that failure or success of a business 
depends primarily on the knowledge and skill 
of management and its effective use on quantita­
tive data as supplied by accounting is just as 
true today as it was centuries ago when a Lon­
don Merchant asked the following crucial 
question:
“Is it not as impossible that a merchant 
should be prosperous in trade without 
being a thorough-pac’d accountant, and 
having all other accomplishments suitable 
to the nature of his great employ, as that 
a mariner should conduct a ship to all 
parts of the globe without a skill in navi­
gation?”4
4 “The World of Business” Volume 1, p. 60, 
Harvard Business School.
—A Merchant of London (Ca 1700)
TIPS FOR BUSY READERS
(Continued from page 10)
“We Control Costs at Their Source,” Art 
P. Jarrett, National Association of Account­
ants Management Accounting, February 
1966, Volume XLVII Number 6.
Since one of the effective ways to increase 
profits is to control costs, this article should 
be of interest to all manufacturing companies. 
Also, some of the ideas presented might be 
applied in business not engaged in manu­
facturing. Basically the plan for controlling 
costs in the Anderson Electric Corporation, 
Leeds, Alabama, involves recognizing the im­
portance of communication with “line” super­
vision and making use of an operational format 
which encompasses profit plan guidelines found­
ed upon communication and togetherness. 
The company has adopted a system of evalua­
tion and communication which measures labor 
efficiency, regulates personnel employment, 
and controls expenditures of the manufacturing 
division. The foremen help to prepare the 
company’s flexible budget and then receive 
weekly status reports in terms understandable 
to them. The company also uses monthly sales 
forecasts, production and inventory control 
procedures, and budgets developed for cost 
centers.
An unusual feature of the system is that 
after the monthly production format has been 
accepted, and after support and responsi­
bility have been established for its execution, 
the financial guidelines become manufacturing 
control values. Expense vouchers and obliga­
tory requisitions are the foremen’s responsi­
bility. An obligation procedure is used for all 
manufacturing values requiring a purchase 
commitment. Ledger cards show at all times 
charges depleting, or adjustments realigning, 
the unobligated cost and expense values of the 
current month. Manufacturing control values 
are posted to expense ledger cards for each 
manufacturing department at the beginning 
of the month, and supply and expense requisi­
tions received from the foremen are posted 
during the month to reduce the budgeted 
amount. The unencumbered account balance 
remaining is indicated upon each requisition 
prior to scrutiny and confirmation by the 
operations manager. Nonapproved requisitions 
are returned immediately to originators for a 
personal request or additional information 
relative to their urgency. The purchasing de­
partment processes only those requisitions 
which come within the budget and are ap­
proved by the operations manager. Trial bal­
ances of unobligated account values are pre­
pared weekly and over-expenditures are ex­
plained at weekly plant staff meetings.
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The weekly reports mentioned earlier in 
this review include one which compares budget 
and actual figures, and one which analyzes 
direct labor performance and indirect labor 
utilization. These reports are illustrated and 
explained in the article.
Mary E. Burnet, CPA 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
Rochester, New York
“The Case of the Profitable Bloodhound,” J. F. 
Flower, Journal of Accounting Research, 
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1966.
The “Bloodhound” in question is a missile 
which was produced by Ferranti Ltd., a lead­
ing manufacturer of electronic equipment in 
England. It was built for England primarily 
although it was sold to Sweden and Australia 
too in competition with the American Nike 
missile.
The article deals with a government investi­
gation which revealed that Ferranti made an 
astronomical profit on its sale of the missile to 
the British government. Subsequently, Ferranti 
agreed to repay the government almost 75% of 
the profit it made on the contract. This still 
allowed Ferranti to retain a profit of 22% on 
cost.
The article reviews some of the major types 
of contracts which ordinarily are entered into 
between governments (theirs and ours) and in­
dustry. The author very briefly discusses the 
pros and cons of the various types. The problem 
is to induce the industrial firm to be as efficient 
as possible—to reward them in fact—if they 
are able to reduce costs. Yet the government 
should pay only a fair price for the product.
Problems arise if the prices are set on the 
basis of forecasts and estimates. The company 
wants compensation for its risks and for un­
foreseen problems involved when dealing with 
a new situation. Yet the government wants a 
guarantee of efficient operations and the lowest 
cost possible. The usual pricing procedure in 
Britain is as follows: three teams, which never 
meet, are responsible for reporting findings on 
direct costs and overhead rates for the firms, 
and a “fair” profit rate to the Director of Con­
tracts in the British Ministry. These are merely 
recommendations, and the Director can accept, 
combine, average, or disregard any or all of 
the figures of the teams. He alone is responsible 
for deciding the type of contract to be used— 
fixed-price, cost-plus or target-cost.
In the case cited, which is most delightfully 
described and most interesting to read, the 
author concludes that there were several signifi­
cant errors made. First, the Director of Con­
tracts picked a fixed-price contract, although 
the price was not agreed upon until the con­
tract had been virtually completed. At that 
point, actual costs were available for the major 
portion of the contract and he could have used 
actual costs rather than the estimates which he 
used.
The major weakness in the system, however, 
was the fact that an overhead rate was used. 
The rate exceeded 500% and was based on di­
rect labor; therefore, any error in direct labor 
was greatly amplified in the total price. The 
overhead error was more than five times the 
error in direct labor, and profit was a percent­
age of total cost. The author indicates that a 
different definition of “direct labor” would have 
reduced the overhead rate to 300%. Also, the 
work done by the three teams took 1,000 man­
days; of this, most of the time was unwisely 
spent on analysis of direct labor which 
comprised only 8% of the total cost. “Perhaps 
if only one man-day had been spent in 
assessing the government’s share of the over­
head”—that is, the ratio of government work 
done to total work done in the plant and the 
total overhead for the plant—“a more accurate 
estimate of total costs would have been 
achieved.”
Unhappily, even Ferranti has suffered. The 
Company actually did an outstanding job of 
producing the missile. It delivered the missiles 
only six weeks later than the target date which 
had been set four years earlier. The Company 
is wholly owned by one family and their divi­
dends and directors’ fees are modest; most of the 
profits are directed into research. Much of the 
profit was paid to the government in taxes long 
before the investigation. The Firm had been too 
efficient and its major fault was that “its be­
havior can be described as commercially im­
prudent and undiplomatic.” In the end. it did 
agree to pay back to the government most of 
the cost savings which it had realized, but this 
did not wipe out the effect of the bad publicity 
which it received all during the investigation.
The author, who is Lecturer in Accounting 
at the London School of Economics and Polit­
ical Science, believes that this article should 
be of interest to American readers especially 
since Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara 
is currently advocating fixed-price contracts 
here. Mr. McNamara firmly believes that the 
government will end up with lower prices, de­
spite higher profit margins to the manufacturer, 
because of the strong incentives which the 
manufacturer has to limit his costs. Theoretical­
ly he is correct; let’s hope, though, that the- 
accountants preparing the cost estimates bene­
fit from the lessons illustrated in the “Blood­
hound” case.
Dr. Marie E. Dubke, CPA 




AUTHORS IN THIS ISSUE
Dr. Helene M. A. Ramanauskas is a frequent 
and always-welcome contributor to THE WO­
MAN CPA. She holds M.A., M.B.A., and Ph.D. 
degrees and is also a CPA. She is Professor 
of Accountancy at De Paul University in Chi­
cago. She is a member of AWSCPA.
“How Close To Bankruptcy Are You?” pub­
lished in this issue is a condensation of her 
address at the banquet of the Western Regional 
Conference of the American Society of Women 
Accountants in Denver on May 28, 1966.
Congratulations are extended to Dr. Raman­
auskas, National Reporter of U. S., representing 
AWSCPA to the Ninth International Congress 
of Accountants in Paris in 1967. Her manu­
script “Accounting As a Means To Measure 
Productivity of the Administrative and Com­
mercial Function” has been submitted to the 
Congress.
Shortly before receiving Dr. Ramanauskas’s 
article on causes, diagnosis and prevention of 
bankruptcy, we received the second article in 
this issue from H. Claire Haines, CPA, which 
expressed her concern for the inadequate ac­
counting records of small businesses. Her con­
cern was developed through her volunteer pub­
lic service as a member of the Service Corps 
of Retired Executives which act in an advisory 
capacity to businesses which have Small Busi­
ness Administration loans.
Miss Haines is a long-time member of 
AWSCPA and is a member of the Salt Lake 
City Chapter of ASWA. -Before her retire­
ment Miss Haines conducted a public ac­
counting practice in Salt Lake City.
In a later letter Miss Haines reports that the 
Salt Lake City Chapter of ASWA is co-spon­
soring with the Small Business Administration 
a four-hour conference on accounting records 
for small businesses.
CPA EXAMINATION GRADERS
In his letter requesting that we include an 
item in the magazine regarding openings on 
the grading staff, Mr. William C. Brushi, Di­
rector of Examinations, American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants wrote: “In recent 
years we have engaged as graders a number of 
women CPAs who had retired for family rea­
sons but were again anxious to utilize their 
professional capabilities. In addition, women 
CPAs who are beginning their practices and 
have free time are also engaged as graders.”
The information concerning the grading 
positions is on page 11.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Whenever you have a change of address, 
you must notify us of your new address if you 
wish to continue receiving the magazine. If 
your magazine is not delivered and is returned 
to us, we shall have to discontinue mailing to 
you until we hear from you.
To change your address, please print your 
name, new address and zip code number and 
send to THE WOMAN CPA, 327 South La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604.
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An IAS accounting training program is almost as 
individual and personal as your own eyeglasses!
Individual and personal attention, focused on 
your specific needs and ambitions is one reason 
why IAS training is conceded to be the best home­
study accounting instruction available anywhere.
Another is the IAS learn-by-doing teaching 
technique. Under the guidance of the faculty, 
all of whom are CPA’s, you learn by doing 
what an accountant does in actual practice. 
Non-essential study is eliminated. You receive 
personal attention from your IAS instructor 
every step of the way ... move along as rapidly 
or leisurely as your time permits.
Testimony* to the recognition of IAS is typi­
fied by a recent quotation from an article on 
home study in a leading national magazine: 
“Courses from the International Accountants 
Society in Chicago are so good that over five 
hundred and fifty corporations use them for 
training their employees.”
*reprints available on request
INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS SOCIETY, INC.
A Home Study School since 1903
209 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago, 111. 60606
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission, 
National Home Study Council
After you complete basics of general account­
ing principles, you select electives which are 
tailored for your needs and coincide with your 
career ambitions, both short range and long 




Basic Cost Accounting 








Federal Income Tax 
CPA Coaching
IAS offers, free, an illustrated report describ­
ing IAS’s thoroughly tested, personalized meth­
ods of instruction. Write for it now using the 
coupon below. Let IAS without obligation of 
any kind provide a prescription applicable to 
your specific career.
International Accountants Society, Inc.
Dept. B, 209 W. Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, III. 60606
□ Please send me your 24page 
report on IAS courses
NAME----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ AGE________
ADDRESS___ _ ____________________  .__________________________
CITY STATE______ ZIP CODE
EMPLOYED BY_____________________________________________________
POSITION____________ ______________________________________________
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